
In Depth: PIA National’s Besesparis 
on State vs. Federal Regulation

PIA National Senior Vice President Ted Besesparis says the 
battle over who should regulate insurance — the federal 
government or states — has been going on for decades. The 
issue flares up every couple of years and Besesparis thinks 
it’s about to flare up again.

In an article published in the December 2013 issue of 
American Agent & Broker magazine, Besesparis says it’s 
time for the states and independent insurance agents to push 
back.  

Besesparis starts with the soon — he says — to be current battle. It was started by 
California Republican Rep. Ed Royce who has been critical of the National Association 
of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC). Royce thinks the NAIC does not have the legal 
authority to do what it does. The congressman thinks the NAIC has acted beyond its 
self-described role as a standard-setting organization. 

Royce said the NAIC is functioning within a regulatory role in this country and 
internationally and he wants a hearing on the matter. No word yet when — or if — one 
will be held. 

The congressman is an outspoken proponent of creation of the Federal Insurance 
Office (FIO). And when the Wall Street reforming Dodd-Frank Act was passed Royce 
and others pushed to have the FIO do a study of the benefits of federal regulation of 
insurance. The study is not required — nor will it have — a list and explanation of the 
disadvantages. 

Besesparis said those who support Royce’s reelection campaigns also just happen to 
be those that want a federal takeover of insurance regulation. So the timing of Royce’s 
NAIC attack may not be a coincidence. It could be timed to coincide with the FIO report 
that — by the way — is almost two-years late. 

“Very shortly, the much-delayed FIO study of insurance regulation could be released. It 
may recommend some measure of federalization — unlike the recent Government 
Accountability Office (GAO) study, which praised our state-based insurance regulatory 
system for protecting markets, the insurance industry and policyholders during the 
financial crisis. PIA was instrumental in bringing about the GAO report,” he wrote in the 
article. 

So what is really at issue here? What is the real source of Royce’s beef with how 
insurance is regulated? Besesparis theorizes, “The insurance business is highly 
profitable. Well-run companies can make a lot of money. Success breeds competition. 
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The entire industry is a tempting target for both 
inside and outside competitors.”

He also cannot understand why anyone would 
support such a change. The article points out that 
because insurance is regulated by states and not 
federal regulators, it was insulated from much of the 
financial damage that banks and other federally 
regulated firms suffered when the Great Recession 
hit in 2008. “Over the years, the supervision of banks 
and securities firms by the federal government 
became increasingly lax. Regulations were weakened or 
eliminated and supervision was reduced. At its worst, federal authorities embraced the 
concept of ‘self-regulation,’ which in practice meant letting everybody do anything they 
wanted,” Besesparis said. 

That didn’t happen with insurance. “Insurance regulation remained with the states; it 
escaped the wholesale deregulation granted to banks at the federal level under the 
Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act of 1999,” he wrote. “The result: when the 2008-09 financial 
crisis hit, rigorous safeguards remained intact for the insurance industry. Prudent state 
regulation worked, while lax regulation by the federal government of banks and 
securities firms led to the crisis.” 

And best of all — policyholders were protected. Banks can’t say that. 

“One would think that this would have settled the argument about state versus federal 
regulation of insurance. But it hasn’t. Just as some financial services firms are back to 
their old tricks of over-leveraging and betting their depositors’ money on risky 
investments, the push to take over the insurance sector is back,” he continued. 

Much of this new push began in 2008 when then Treasury Secretary Henry Paulsen 
issued his Blueprint for a Modernized Financial Regulatory Structure. It put 
insurance entities as part of a unified, global financial services sector governed by one 
regulator — the same regulator regulating banks. 

The Main Event for the new battle of who should regulate insurance will be the release 
of the FIO report and on how the FIO says regulation of insurance should be what it 
terms — “modernized.”

But that report is two years late. Besesparis wonders why. “Royce said he sees the 
release of the FIO report ‘as a watershed moment for future regulation’ of the insurance 
industry. Has he seen the report already?”

Maybe. 
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Besesparis said usually when the push to have the federal government regulate 
insurance pops up it begins with proclamations that the independent insurance agency 
system is dead. This, too, has started again. 

“What are billed as ‘studies’ get issued with great fanfare. Often, these come from firms 
that would stand to profit handsomely by doing business with mega-firms that would 
thrive in a constricted insurance marketplace. But these are not really research studies 
at all, they are merely opinion articles. No original research to support their conclusions 
has been conducted. Often, they are a just rehash of the opinions of others,” Besesparis  
concludes. 

And then there’s the problem of European nations 
pushing the U.S. to regulate more like Europe. 
Connecticut Insurance Commissioner Thomas Leonardi 
chairs the NAIC’s International Insurance Relations 
Committee. He has been critical of the G-20’s Financial 
Stability Board (FSB) who in September of this year 
pushed hard to get U.S. insurers to go the European 
regulatory way. “Should we throw out that system that 
works in regulating the largest, most vibrant insurance 
system in the world, and adopt the bank model that 
failed miserably during the financial crisis? I think that’s    

ludicrous,” Leonardi said. 

Besesparis concludes that this issue is very important and stands to highly impact the 
Main Street independent agents of the PIA. “The ‘uniformity” that federal advocates tout 
could ultimately result in far fewer insurance companies, offering fewer choices to 
consumers, through fewer independent insurance agents. In addition, every state’s 
insurance premium tax could be at risk of being usurped by the federal government,” he 
said. 

And Besesparis finishes the article saying, “This battle has been fought many times 
before, and the state system of insurance regulation has always prevailed. It will prevail 
again.” 

Here’s a link to the entire article: http://www.propertycasualty360.com/2013/11/20/
kindling-on-an-ember-state-vs-federal-regulation
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